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which have actively worked for the benefit of agriculture, 
forestry, and fisheries. 

Mr. W. R. Barker, chairman of the Museum and Art 
Gallery Committee, said the committee of that institution 
recognises the beneficial effect . of active coopuation with 
the University Colkgc of Bristol, and to that end is rapidl1 
developing a special section of economic biology for the 
exhibition of insect and plant pests, and of material 
damaged by thell'\. Prof. A. F. Stanley Kent explain.ed 
that the new department has beeh called into existence 
by the needs of the west of Englal'd, and that applications 
for help and inquiry have come in rapidly. Valuable 
research work has already been carried on at the college 
in matters relating to economic biology, and important 
results have been obtained in connection with ciders, black
currant disease; and the development of lobsters on the 
coast of · Devon and Cornwall . It was announced that 
Mr. Richardson Cross has offered land for an exped
mental station, where investigations upon various crops, 
manures, &c., can be carried on; additional land has 
also been offered by Mr. James Sinnott at St. Anne 's 
Park. It is intended that the teaching side of the work 
shall be kept subsidiary to the advisory, and that the real 
function shall be to supply information and render help 

required. Prof. Lloyd :\forgan pointed out that 
academic .and national interests in these matters are orie, 
and that the department will directly benefit the com
munity. Mr. W. E. Collinge (Birmingham) described the 
work of his department in the University of Birmingham, 
instancing as an example of the work done the yield from 
two orchards of the same acreage, and only separated 
by a road. One left unsprayed produced fruit worth 122!. .; 
the other, that had been sprayed, produced fruit 
4971. 

SYNTHETICAL CHEMISTRY IN ITS 
RELATI!JN TO BIOLOGY 

J T is easy to understand why in its early youth organic 
chemistry was so closely connected with biology; the 

materials which the chemist was called upon to investigate 
were mostly of animal or vegetable origin. 
Indeed, carb ;drat ·, pro eins, and vegetable acids served 
Lavoisier, , B rzelius , and Liebig as materials 
in elaborati tl o s of elementary analys is. 

The isolat' n of e· from animal urine by Rouclle, 
the n f ur' acid, lactic acid, malic acid, and 
glycerine by Sc le, the isolation of by 
Vauquelin and Robiquet, of morphine by Serturnier, 
together with many other similar disco,·eries accomplished 
during the first · ten years of the nineteenth century, are 
admirable examples of the manner in which the living 
world was drawn upon and made to yield up its treasur" 
of chemical compounds. The many hundreds of natural 
organic compounds enumerated in the text-books of animal 
and vegetable chemistry arc proof of the rich harvest 
since gathered in this field of investigation; but how small 
is their number when compared with the IJo,ooo carbon 
compounds which organic chemistry can boast of to-day. 
All these, it is known, are either' products of the artificial 
transformation · ·of organic matters occurring naturally or 
have been s?nthesised . Iron; el.ements. 
The accumulation of th1s · huge matenal, 1ncludmg the 
elaboration of the necessary methods. has been the ma in 
occupation of . organic chemists during the past sixty 
years ·; and as their discoveries gave rise. to much happy 
speculation, for the time being thev took the lead in 
developing chemical theory. • 

It is not to be denied that, m .the latter half of the 
last century, owing to the growth o£' the subject in import
ance, organic chemistry became separated from biology. 
It cannot be mere chance thaf the most famous of Liebig 's 
pupils, A. W. Hofmarin, A. Kekulc, and A. \Vurtz did not 
follow the exampie of their ·great te.acher, wh;se. 
triumphs were won· by the . use hP. .made of cJlCmic;tl 
methods ·in solving biological problems . . Perhaps . they 
were restrained ·by the feeling that, mainly through his 

1 Abrid2ed from ·the Fararlav J .. cture delivPrM by Prof. Emil Fischer, 
1-\ R 5 . , a nf a he Chemicsl Sociel)' held .at the Royal Institution 
on Friday, October 18 . 
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influence, physiological chemistry had been developed intQ 
a separate whieh should be · cared for by men 
who could ue\·ote themselves entirely to its service. Such 
subdivision of labour undoubtedly has many advantages; 
the disadvantages would ciu!weighed these had it 
precluded interchange of ·. experiences and friendly co
operation of workers in the · t\YO fi!!lds.; the history of 
both sciences, however' a!IflCds ample proof •that such has 
not the case. 

have ever been ready to avail themselvea 
of the latest developmf!nls ··of· · chemical analysis and 
synthesis, . whilst organic', chemists have not only been 
stimulated . in . many Y.·ays by l:iiologists, but their studies 
have derived · much practical aid · from biological science. 
I may instance the modern development of the chemistry 
of fermentation, 1\·hich began with the pioneer work of 
Pasteur, and was greatly favoured by · the introduction of 
Koch's n,fihed bacteriological methods; also the ·flourish
ing industry to which the manufacture of medical remedies 
pn·pared bj• methods has given rise. 

But organic chemistry will certainly . never. be ronJent 
to act as the mere · handmaid of biology. This 
impossible, as the theoretiCal and technical problems whiCh 
sh" is already called upon t6 are too numerous, 
and they cannot ·fail t<i increase in number and importance 
in the future; but I ·do consider it not only possible, but 
desirable, that the close connection of chemistry with 
biology which prevailed in the days of Liebig and Dumas 
should be re-established, as the great chemical secrets of 
life are only to be unveiled by cooperative work. I will 
therefore attempt to indicate the part chemistry can play 
by reference to cases of which I can claim to have 
personal experience. 

\Ve know that in nature the construction of organic 
matter begins in the leaves of plants with the .conversion 
of ca rbon dioxide into sugar, from which many physio
logists suppose ·· the complex substances contained · in the 
living · cell are · formed by further changes in which 
nitrogen, sulphur, and phosphorus take part. 

These transformations are for the most part enveloped 
in mystery. We know nothing definitely even of the 
assimilation of carbon dioxide . Of the various hypotheses 
advanced · to explain the change, that advocated by A. von 
Baeyer has gained most support, namely, the view that 
the initial product is formaldehyde, glucose being formed 
from this by a process of polymerisation. Actually both 
changes have been · effected artificially. After it had been 
shown by Butlcroff that on heating formaldehyde with lime 
water a · sugar-like, syrupy product is formP.d, and 
0. Loew had improvPd the method of Pffecting the con
densation, I w·as able to adduce proof that the complex 
mixture contains a small quantity of an a-acrose which 
can be transformed into glucose. As it was knowri that 
carbon dioxide could be converted · into formaldehyde by 
more or lr.;;s dras.tic means, the p1 ·eparation of glucose 
from carbon dioxide thus became a possibility. Recently, 
Fenton has su, ceeded in carrying out the reduction of 
carbon dioxide to formaldehyde at a low temperature in 
aqueous solution, so that it is now possible to effect the 
eomplct.e synthesis of sugar at temperatures such as prevail 
in the living plant. But how thorough is the work of the 
plant in comparison with · our laboratory practice; usually 
when such questions are discussed·, the poor yields which 
our give rise to are forgotten ! 

I need only allude here to recent . apparently successful 
attl'mpts, on · the one· hand, to effect · the reduction. of 
carbonic acid to formaldehyde by means of light, and,. on 
the other, to detect formaldehyde in l<:aves, as Prof. 
Mel dol a dealt exhaustively and critically · with .these · ques
tions in h is presidel)tial address eighteen months ago. I 
rna)• be allo,wd, howeve,, to dweli somewhat on. one 
peculiar fea·ture . of the · natural change, .,; namely, the 

character of ·.tlie according pre
sPrit cxoerience, and . P.speCially: the . brill ian( investigations 
oi H. BrC?wn and J\Iorris, the optically active hexoses of 
the d-sPries, !(lucose and fructose . are :ilone formed . 

But from th'e experience . ·. in ip 
the su,ga, group, as :r showed some .time ago, it is possible 
to · i(ivc a · fairly explanation of this 
It is· only necessary to. assunie that the conden.sation is 
prcccdt-d by the formation of an additil·e compound of 
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formaldehyde with some optically active constituent of 
the chlorophyll granules. I shall give a more precise form 
to this hypothesis if I say that I consider it probable that 
the carbon dioxide itself enters into combination in this 
manner, as there is teason to suppose that the proteins 
offer sufficient opportunHy for its fixation; according to 
Siegfried, even the simple amino-acids are capable of com
bining with carbon dioxide. I am inclined to think that 
this compound with carbon dioxide undergoes decomposition 
into oxygen and a reduction. produ.ct, .probably a derivative 
of formaldehyde ; the condensation to sugar takes place 
either in the original asymmetric complex or in one pro
duced from it by a secondary change involving the separ
ation of the formaldehyde and its re-association in some 
other manner. It may be that the condensation takes 
place directly or that intermediate compounds, biose or 
glycemse, are formed. Thanks to the researches of 
Marckwald, and especially those of Mackenzie, we are 
acquainted with a whole series of asymmetrie syntheses; 
no one of these, however, is half so complete as that 
involved in the formation of sugar under natural conditions. 
Indeed, it is obvious that if the natural process is to be 
imrtated in vitro, it will be necessary to alter the methods 
hitherto adopted in every single detail; difficult as this 
may appear, it is not altogether impossible. 

But even if this be done successfully, the precise nature 
of the assimilation process will not be finally elucidated. 
It is to be expected that this will only be accomplished 
when biological research, aided by improved analytical 
methods, has succeeded in following the changes which 
take place in the actual chlorophyll granules. 

The carbohydrates elaborated by the plant undergo com
bustion to carbon dioxide and water in the animal body. 
The change ·is easily effected by means of powerful 
oxidising agents at the ordinary temperature ; the natural 
process, however, must be a very different one, as in the 
organism oxygen is conveyed to the carbohydrate by 
oxidising enzymes, and doubtless many intermediate pro
ducts are formed of which we know little at present. 

It would be easy to multiply examples; but these two 
are sufficient to demonstrate the incompleteness of the 
explanation of biochemical processes deduced from the data 
of organic chemistry. The service rendered to biology by 
chemical analysis and synthesis, which will be rendered 
by it in even g,reater measure in the future, is to be sought 
in other directions. 

The ultimate aim of biochemistry is to gain complete 
insight into the unending series of changes which attend 
plant and animal metabolism. To accompli;;h a task of 
such magnitude, complete knowledge is required of each 
individual chemical substance occurring in the cycle of 
changes and of analytical methods which will permit of 
its recognition under conditions sueh as exist in the living 
organism. As a matter of course, it is the office of organic 
chemistry, especially of synthetic chemistry, to accumulate 
this absolutely essential material. The chemical' cen;;titu
tion of hundreds of carbon compounds which occur 
naturally has already been determined, and their more 
important properties have been established; but far more 
remains to· be done. In proof ef this; let me briefly direct 
your attention to the three great classes of 
which. predominate in the l.ivin-g world : the fats, the 
carbohydrates, and the proteins. 

It was established at least ninety years ago by Chevreul, 
in the course of his celebrated investigations into the 
process of soap-making, that the fats can be decomposed 
into· the glycerine discovered by· Scheele and into fatty 
acids; but the relationship of these latter to one another 
could not be undersrood until the cenception of homo
logous series had been evolved· in org-anic chemistry. The 

researches of Berthelot and the discovery of glycol 
by Wurtz were necessary preliminaries to the establish
ment of. the constitution of glyeerine ; the final proof that 
the fats are neutral g-l-yceric salts of the fatty acids was 
first. provided by Berthelot's •synthesis. Synthetic methods 
have made us ·acquainted. with the mono- and di-glycerides 
and .also with mixed triglycerides such as have frequently 
been met with of late in nature,. 'Wevertheless, the group 
irLwhich the natural fats are .. ranged ·is one in which there 
are still many lacuna and many misstatements t-o be 
corrected. 
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The problems afforded by the fats are simple, however, 
in comparison with those connected with the carbohydrates. 
The original subdivision of the group into mono-, di-, tri-, 
and poly-saccharides has been justified in practice. Up to 
the present time only the monosaccharides have been 
studied satisfactorily from the point of 'view of their spatial 
structure. The growth of our knowledge of the mflno
saccharides has proved in many ways to be of import
ance in connection with biological inquiry, especially in 
enabling us to penetrate the mystery of enzyme aeti•m 
somewhat further. 

On contrasting the effects which emutsirt and the 
enzymes in yeast produce on the various glucasides pre
pared by synthetic methods, I was led to conclwe, not 
only that· there was a difference between the two series 
of optical antipodes similar to that discovered by Pasteur 
in the course of his studies of moulds, but that very slight 
changes in configuration were sufficient to inhibit the 
action of enzymes entirely. I was led by these obset'V
ations to apply the simile of lock and key as an eKpression 
of the close inter-relationship in configuration which obtains 
between the enzyme and the substance which· it attacks. 
Similar results were obtained on investigating the 
behaviour of the stereoisomeric hexoses with yeast,. the 
fermentative power of which we now attribute to an 
enzyme-E. Buchner's zymase. 

The experience gained with the glucosides became of 
service in studying the polysaccharides. Another outcame 
of the investigation has been the discovery Gf- distinct 
enzymes capable of attacking di- and tri-saccharides. A-s 
the result of these inquiries, I was able to formulate: a 
rule of general biological significance, namely,. that the 
alcoholic fermentation of a polysaccharide is necessarily 
preceded by its hydrolysis by some particular enzyme. It 
was shown, especially in the case of the invertase of 
Monilia Candida, that it is not essential that the enzyme 
should even be soluble in water. 

Unfortunately, but few successful syntheses of poly
saccharides have been effected. It is most desirable, there
fore, that better methods should be devised·, ag it is prob
able that the attack on the dextrins, and similar 
undeciphered substances is moot likely to be suacessfut if 
made frem the synthetic side. It is to be expected that 
biology would gain much by the discovery and utilisa'l!ion 
of such materials; more, perhaps, it has fram· the 
study of the monosaccharides and of the glucosides pre
pared by artificial means. 

The carbohydrate group is that in which use was fir.st 
made of enzymes as synthetic agents'. Such syntheses 
fascinate the imagination, as they approximate closely to 
natural processes; but I may point out that they cannot 
take the place of purely chemical methods, as these latter 
are so mueh more under our control and can be varied 
in so many ways that we are in the position oo produce 
materials which it is quite impossible for the organised 
world to furnish. Laboratory synthetic methods will be 
indispensable for a long time to come, not only for pre
parative purposes, but also as the means of elucidating 
the structure of complex: substances of natural origin. 

This contention is applicable to the proteins even more 
than it is to . the carbohydrates ; as they are among 'tile 
most complex substances produced in the living world. and 
are cencerned in all the vital activities of the cell:,. a 
complete comprehension of their nature must obviBusly 
precede the full development of biolog-ical chemistry. We 
distinguish to-day some forty to fifty natural proteins, 
discovered by the joint labours of chemists· and physio
logists ; but it is to be ex:pected that as the methods ef 
differentiating- and separating them are improved, the!< 
number will be largely increased. 

At present the majority are known onlo/ ·in an 
amorphous form ; some important terms of the· g·roup, 
however, such as oxyhremoglobin, egg albumin• nnd,, ttte 
albumin of horse serum, excelsin from ·the Brazil nut', and 
the edestins from other plant seeds, have 'been obtained 
in definite crystals; but, unfortunately, it cannot be 
decided from ·their crystalline appearance . whether these 
products .are definite substances, a;; the tendencv to ·form 
mixed · crystals is the . greater the more· • complicated the 
mplecule. Exampl'ls in .point· are afforded by the aniline 
dyes, the b,igher fatty adds, and the purine compounds ; 
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and those who )lave studied the of .. the natural 
silicates will be aware . of the extension which 
have been compelled to give to the conception of iso
morphism. It would therefore be altogether surprising if 
the crystallised natural proteins should turn .out to be 
sinjlle substances. 

Of the , numerous attempts to unravel the CQnstitution. of 
the proteins by analytical means, the only. method which 
has given . useful results hitherto is that of . hydrolysis. 
Hydrolysis ·cart be effected by acids or by alkalis, and also 
by digestive enzymes; the products, it is well known, 
besides ammonia, are .albumoses, peptones, and ultimately 
amino-acids. .The wide range of variation in composition 
of these amino-acids ls lzy examining a list of all 
the substances hitherto prepared from the proteins. 

The proportions in which fhe various amino-acids arc 
obtained from ·the different proteins vary very consider
ably. In some cases they are altogether lacking, as may 
be proved by application of the definite tests for tyrosine, 
tr.yptophane, or glycine; but it is worthy of note that, 
as a rule, the amino-acids isolated from the' mixtures pro
duced by subjecting albuminous substances to hydrolysis 
all occur almost without exception, especially is this true 
of the important p1·oteins which play the chief part in 
animal or vegetable metabolism, so that the conclusion 
must be drawn that none of them can be dispensed with 
in organic life. With the exception of diaminotri
hydroxydodecanoic acid, they have all · been so thoroughly 
investigated that their structure is well established. The 
majority also have been synthesised , proof of their struc
ture having, in fact, been given in this way. Only 
oxyproline, histidine, and diaminotrihydroxydodecanoic acid 
remain still to be 

With the exception of glycine, all the amino-acids 
derived from natural sources are opti,ally active; but when 
prepared by ordinary synthetic methods, as is well known 
they are obtained in the first instance in the racemic form. 

,resolution of the raccmoids into their optically active 
components has been effected quite recently in most cases. 
1\snaragine, however, which is closely related to aspartic 
acid, had been resolved into the two active forms by re
crystallisinJ:( the synthetic product from water 
arid separating the two constituents mechanically. More
over, in . the case of some O(hf'x for . example. 

.the antipode of the natural fQrm had been obtained 
bv partially fermenting thr. synthetic product with 
The complete synthesis of the active amino-acids which 
ar-e obtained from natural sources was first . accomplished 
by the . method I introduced . based upon the . use .of the acvl 
derivativt:s. The method has been appli t:d with success to 
the majority of the. synthetic products; its extension to 
the remaining cases, proline, lYs ine. tryptophane. and 
cvstine. is not likelv to ·be attended with an·v difficulties. 
· As the amino-acids are formP.d from the not 

onlv when these are .to the action of hot 
and alkalis. but also at moderate temperatures bv the 
a,gency . of the digestive enzymes, thcv are to be rciarded 

the . ·true foundation stones of protein molflcules. 
Opinions . adverse to this hvp.othesis arc onlv 
met with; the_v centre .ro.und the arbitra,:y sunposition 
that complicated atomic re-arrangements may take place 
durin!! hvdrolvsis . · 

\Vcre one · inclined to reg.ard such objections as of 
moment, all · the experiments on the .deter.mination of the 
constitution of compounds "by method<; 
would . be uscleHs: moreover·. the ('Onclus;ions. whi<·h have 
been drawn in other casAs from .the . remits obtained bv 
the dissection of .have been .too frequentlv con·
frrmed bv their synthesis. It is now possible to make this 
claim on behalf of the proteins, as it hns .been found to be 

hv, a proceHs the hvdrolvsis, to assodatP 
am!no-a;ids in such a manncrthnt substan'res are' produced 
wh1C'h, 1n· the· case-. af the Slp.lpl<'r 
peotQOI'!':. whilst the more comolcx. rt'l'efllble proteins. 

I . have ·termed these produrts fJnlvf>ef>tidl'.<, in 
view of .their rl'lationshifl ·tO • thP. · :md fo 
systematic treatment of the · group on the lines of the 
carbohvdrtrtes. 

No 'usefuL ·purpase will bl" served: by my givinJ! an 
account of' fhP. !ivrithefical · nn thA ptescnt occasion 
especially as I had th( honour silt months. ago, of 
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scribing to you the prcpar1,1tion of an octade£apeptide 
del'ived. · fmm fifteen ·molecules of glycine and ·three • mobe
cules cf !"leucine, a substance · which in its external proper· 
ties closely resembles· many .natural proteins. 1 may say 
that more than · one hundred of artificial polypeptides 
have already been synthesised. 

Many of ·them, , it is true; belong to the ·lower stages, 
but the amino-acid$ previously mentioned; with· the 
exception of diaminptrihydroxydodecanoic acid, have been 
made use of in their preparation. The synthesis of the 
higher terms has been hitherto . to ·the combin· 
at ions of glycine, alanine.- and leucine; there is not· a 
shadow of doubt, however, that' all the remaining ·.amino· 
acids could be associated in ·complicated systems with the 
aid of our present methods. The knowledge· of the 
artificial polypeptides thus acquired has op£:ned ·up new 
ways of investigating the peptoncs . and albumoses 
analytically. l)uring· more than fifty years, 
chemists have endeavoured without much success· to Isolate 
homogeneous substances from these ill-defined materials; 
all the products described by them, however, .·bC'ar 'indubit
able evidence of being mixtures. By making use of new 
methods based on the study of the polypeptides, it has been 

during the .. last two years to isohrtc and detect 
with certainty quite a number of dipeptides among the 
decomposition products of the proteins. 

In spite of successes, .I am fully aware of 
the difficulty of discovering the nature of all the com
ponents of the various pcptoncs and albumoses; but in 
preparing the way for ,the synthesis of the natural proteins 
this ·is not even ·necessary. Probably the· work can 'be 
restricted to the reconstruction of the original system 
from the major products of cleavage formed in the pra.c.css 
of hydrolytic dissection.. I am indeed v.enturesome enough 
to cherish the hope· that I may be able to solve this 
problem in the case of silk fibroin, one of the simplest 
proteins. To .deal with the whole of the proteins will 
be a gigFtntic task; so large a number of separate investi· 
gations will be necessary that nothing than the life
work of a whole army of inventh·e and diligent chemists 
will suffice to it. Probably, too, the unpleasant 
discovery will be made that the natural proteins . as we 
know them to-day are only to be obtained by mixiog the 
homogeneous artificial products. 

I have sketched this prospect m erely to .indicate the 
manner in which synthesis must play the leading part in 
this field of work. The .nature of the more ·complicated 
mrbohydrates, .as I have already pointed out, · will•. al..O 
have to determined in the future, I imagine, mainly '·by 
the application of svn.thetic methods. Obviously the con• 
ditions are very similar in the case of the dextrins and 
gum.s to tho•e met with in the case of the proteins, and 
starch, which has hitherto been regarded as a homogeneous 
substance, appears to come into the same categ.ory 
acrording to observations. 

l'ot only do the proteins constitute the major. part of 
lh·ing protoplasm, but they appear also to be the material 
from which the organism its . most 'I'.!Onderful 
agents-the ferments or· enzymes. In many. af the .more 
thoroughlv investigated biological processes their cooper'" 
at ion has · been demonstrated, and there js good reaso!\ to 
suppose that they take part in all changes . occurring 
within the living cell. So much is certain, the physio
logical chemi•try of the future . will be largely concerned 
with the study of fermentative . chanJ:(es: manv indications 
that this must be the case are to be met :with in tracing 
its latest developments. 

The number of the enzymes has been increased to. an 
extraot·dinarv extent during the last · ten. years. 1 .may 
allude to the newlv discovered enzvmes correlated w,ith 
the .carbohydrates: 'maltase,· lactMe,' mcllibase, trehalase, 
amygdalase, inulase; to the ·various oxid:1ses : laccase, 
tvrosinase: to the lipases, erepsin. enterokinase, aqtinase, 
the sucroclastii: a.ild glucosidodastic enzymes, and finally 
to the of alcoholic · .fermentation . valuab:le 
information has been aecumnlated as to the mannf>r ·ir 
which thev act, as to their· formation from zymogens, and 
as to ·their as9istance· by·. a nd thl'ir '1'etard. 
ntion by memical -agents·. or ·by anti-fermeots. The -spe.cif\6' 
diaractcr ·of- thelr -actiorr; . in ather words, their dependence 
on tht: structure and configuration d the obiect they 
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attack, has been proved beyond doubt, and favours very 
definitely assumption that enzyme and hydroiyte enter 
temporarily into combination, a conclusion to which. H, E. 
Armstrong and E.· F. Armstrong have quite recently again 
very properly directed special attention; but, unfortunately, 
we know practicalli nothing of the composition of the 
enzymes, as the complete isolation of all enzyme has never 
been accomplished. 

From observations hitherto made, it appears in a 
measure probable that they are derived from proteins and 
possess a protein-like character. If this be so, it may be 
hoped that the experience gained with the proteins will be 
of service in the investigation of enzymes. 

In the meantime, there are other directions in which 
synthetic chemistry can be of service in elucidating the 
chemistry of fermentation.. In the same way that the 
artificial glucosides have been of use in establishing the 
dependence of the action of enzymes on configuration, the 
synthesised polypeptides are now being used by Abder
halden, Euler, and others to define and measure the 
activity of the proteoclasts. In a like manner, the synthetic 
exploration of the purine group has served to direct the 
recent observations on the fermentative de-amination and 
oxidation of adenine, guanine, and xanthine. Finally, 
attentiort may be directed to the use that has been made 
of stereochemical considerations in the course of Bertrand's 
interesting studies of the oxidation of polyhydric alcohols 
by the sorbose bacterium. 

Not only have the methods of organic chemistry proved 
to be fruitful of results in the case of the proteins, but 
also when applied to complex derivatives of the latter, such 
as the nucleo-protelns, for example. Thus we are indebted 
to the brilliant researches of A. Kosse! and his school for 
our knowledge of no less than four bases of the pyrimidine 
and purine group obtained by breaking down nucleic acids, 
and the analytical investigation of the latter has already 
been carried so far that, in the opinion of H. Steudel, it 
is to be expected that their synthesis will be effected at 
no distant date. Similar success may be hoped for even 
sooner in the case of the lecithins. Structural chemistry, 
moreover, is slowly acquiring the mastery over cholesterin 
by making use of the experience afforded by the synthetic 
study of the hydroaromatic substances. 

Besides the old well-known constituents of the animal 
body, new substances having quite unexpected properties 
have been added from time to time. Such are iodothyrin 
from the thyroid gland-discovered by Baumann-and 
crystalline adrenaline-isolated by Takamine from the 
supra-renal capsule-minute doses of which increase the 
blood-pressure. from analytical results and the 
synthesis effected by F. Stolz, adrenaline possesses a 
relatively simple structure. In the opinion of the dis
coverers, this is probably true of the " pancreatic secretin " 
made known by Bayliss and Starling's researches, which 
has the remarkable property of liberating enzymes from 
the pancreas. May it not also be true of the toxins of 
many infectious diseases and of the antitoxins used in 
serum therapeutics, the discovery and systematic investi
gation of which by Behring, Roux, P. Ehrlich and others, 
are to be· reckoned among· the greatest achievements of 
modern biology and medicine? 

The methods of organic synthesis will certainly serve 
to ·throw light ·on the· nature of all such substances of 
animal origin. EquaUy numerous problems await solution 
in the plant world. 

The great success with which the alkaloids and terpenes 
have been studied during the past ten years is known to 
all, but· it is only too obvious that much still remains to 
be done when such substances as quinine, morphine, and 
"aoutrhouc remain to be synthesised. 

Alizarin and indigo are prepared artificially in huge 
quantities, and we are well informed as ·to the structure 
of hreinatoxylia ·and kindred substances : but our ignorance 
is· great of most of the blood· colouring 
matters, as well as of many coloured· constituents of ·our 
own· bodies-of the hair, the· skin, and the eye. 

In fine, ,the aid of synthetical chemistry is required in 
every direction in arriving at a .clear understanding of 
structure and of change. The methods at our disposal in 
the laboratory. are doubtless altogether different from those 
which. come into operation in the living world, but 
chemists are already trying to effect changes in carbon 
compounds by means of so-called mild interactions, under 
conditions comparable with those which prevail in the 
living organism. It may suffice to refer to the develop
ment .of a number of catalytic processes and to the com
prehensive studies . on the action of light on organic sub
stances undertaken by Ciamician. In fact, the effort is 
already being made to cooperate with biology ; it is clear 
that .a section of the forces of organic chemistry is 
directed . once more towards the goal from which it set 
out. The separation from biology was necessary during 
the past century while experimentz! methods and theories 
were being elaborated ; now that our science is provided 
with a powerful armoury of analytical and synthetical 
weapons, chemists can once more renew the alliance both 
to its own honour and to the advantage of biology. 
Indeed, the prospect of obtaining a clearer insight into 
the wondrous series of processes which constitute animal 
and vegetable life may well lead the two sciences to work 
with definite purpose to a common end. 

In order, as far as possible, to avoid mistakes in this 
difficult 'task and to shield ourselves from the disappoint
ment which is the inevitable consequence of exaggerated 
hopes, we cannot do better than strive to imitate the great 
example of Faraday, who always, with rare acumen, 
directed his attention to actual phenomena without allow
ing hhnself to be influenced by preconceived opinion, and 
who· in his theoretical conceptions gave expression only to 
observed facts. 

UNIVERSI):# AND EDUCATIONAL 
/INTELLIGENCE. 

CAMBRIDGE. he Public Orator, Dr. Sandys, spoke as 
follows on ursday, October 17, in presenting for the 
degree o octor in Science honoris causa. Geheimrath 
Emil scher, F.R.S., professor of chemistry in the 
U niv sity of Berlin :-

tentiae chemicae professor Berolinensis, purpura nostra 
t videtis) vestitus, ex insperato nobis hodie paulisper 

affulsit. Novimus tamen quam subtiliter materiam illam 
investigaverit, quae cum aqua commixta lanam colore 
roseo pulcherrimo tingit ; novimus, via quam admirabili 
pedetemptim progressus, sacchari genera multa, aut olim 
nota aut ab ipso patefacta, in elementa sua prima 
resolverit, atque atomorum de ordine et positura leges 
novas illustraverit. Perit.is saltern nota sunt plurima alia 
viri huius inventa, quae scientiae intimae ad ipsa pene
tralia pertinent. Duo vero laboris eius monumenta 
multorum oculis sunt · manifesta atque aperta. Bero
linensibus praesertini patet Institutum illud .magnum 
consiliis eius conditum; talium rerum studiosis ubique 
terrarum patet opus eius eximium sexies saltern in lucem 
editum. Virum igitur tam insignem et salvere et valere 
hodie Iibenter iubemus, qui Faradaii in memoriam 
orationem inter Londinienses propediem habiturus est, 
quique, studiorum communium consuetudine nobiscum 
consciciatus, eo artiore nobiscum vinculo coniunctus est, 
quod filium suum natu maximum Universitati nostrae in 
scientia chemica erudiendum haud ita pridem commendavit. 

Duco ad vos virum in scientia chemica per orbem 
terrarum totum illustrem, AEMILIUM FISCHER. 

On Tuesday, October 15, Mr. A. Henry, the reader in 
forestry, gave his inaugural lecture before a large audience. 
The Vice-Chance r presi d. Mr. Henry dwelt upon the 
causes which ret d scientific development of 
forestry in Gr Bri i then described the ·various 
types of fore nd tr orig n, and the several methods 
of the rna t of forests. He also described the 

The fullest recogHition must be· accorded, however, to 
rec. ent investiga.tions o.n the c. omplex colouring matters of I 
the· blood and of chloroohvll. which is distantly related to 
the former, associated with .the names of Schunck, Nencki, 
Marchlewski, Kuster, and Will'<tiitter. 

rapidly app ac ing depletion of the forests in the United 
States and northern. Europe, and pointed out the necessity 
of re-afforesting the waste lands of our country. He 
dwelt at length on the possible introduction of exotic trees, 
such as the western larch and the Corsican pine. In con
clusion, Mr Henry described the course he purposed to 
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